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Abstract 

Some authors argue that pathogenic bacteria could compete against serum 
transferrin for iron by their siderophore. However, Aeromonas hydrophila CRI 14, the 
causative agent of goldfish (Carassius auratus) hemorrhage disease, could not produce 
detectable siderophore when incubated at iron limited medium and analyzed by the chrome 
azurol S method. This strain produced clear orange halos around its colonies on blue agar 
only after 2 weeks of incubation, whereas it reaches the plateau phase after 36 h of incu• 
bation in goldfish serum. Incubating 1 ml of fish serum with the extracellular proteins of 
1 ml culture of CRI 14 at 37 for 30 min., the transferrin•bounded iron contents decreased 
from l.5g•ml· 1 to 0.9g·mt-1 and 1.3 g•ml· 1 to 0.45g•ml· 1 for goldfish and bighead 
(Aristichthys nobilis), respectively, and the iron binding capacity also decreased from 
2.3g·ml·1 to 1.8g•m}·1 and 2.7g•ml·1 to 1.0g·ml·1 for goldfish and bighead, respectively. An 
in situ iron-binding experiment after polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) further 
showed that both iron•binding and free transferrin have been digested by A. hydrophila 
protease. These results showed that A. hydrophila protease can compensate its inadequacy 
of siderophore for iron. 



Introduction 

Because of the electronic structure of its atom, which can W1dergo reversible 

changes in its oxidation state, iron is involved in so many essential processes 

inside cells, ranging from respiration to ribonucleotide synthesis. Therefore, every 
organism has its strategy for the acquisition of iron. 

In the animal body, most iron is contained intracellularly in heme, iron-sul
fur proteins and the iron-storage compound ferritin. Extracellular iron is 
mostly complex to carrier glycoproteins such as transferrin in serum. To survive 

in the host, many pathogenic bacteria have evolved several means of iron- trans
port. A strategy for iron acquisition by pathogens is the synthesis of high-affinity, 

iron-sequestering Fe3+- ligands called siderophores. In many cases, siderophore 

contributes to virulence by enabling the bacteria to sequester transferrin iron, 
and can be thought as one of the criteria of pathogenic bacteria (Martinez 1990). 

Aeromonas hydrophi/,a has also been shown to produce siderophores (Gierer 

et al. 1992). However, previous experiments showed that the pathogenicity of A 
hydrophi/,a was not always accompanied by the presence of siderophores (Tang et 

al. 1995). Some pathogenic A hydrophiki could not produce detectable siderophore. 
This investigation was carried out to determine the iron-utilizing appara

tus of A. hydrophila. 
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Determination of the transferrin-bound iron concentration before and after 
bacterial protease digestion also revealed that A. hydrophi/,a protease could re
lease iron from fish transferrin. Incubating 1 ml of fish serum with the extra
cellular proteins of 1 ml culture of CRI 14 at 37 for 30 min., the transferrin 
bound iron contents decreased from l.5g·ml"1 to 0.9g·mP and l.3g·mP to 
0.45g•mP for goldfish and bighead, respectively. Iron-binding capacity also de
creased from 2.3g·mI-' to l.8g•m1·1 and 2.7g·mI-' to l.0g·mI-1 for goldfish and
bighead, respectively. 

Although A. hyarophila CRI 14 produced siderophores, production speed 
was not in accordance with its growth in fish sera. Therefore, there are prob
ably other routes of iron acquisition in A. hydrophila. The results of this pa
per showed that protease of A. hydrophila could digest most of the transferrin 
zones and release transferrin-bounded and other ferric proteins bounded by 
iron. Furthermore, it showed that A. hydrophila plays an important role in 
iron acquisition. 
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